October 2014
Here we are in October, it’s been a fun year
so far. For the most part the weather has
been great for flying, and yes it’s been hot
too. Starting this month, there will be night
flying the Saturday night following the
meeting. The last night fly the club was a
great success. There were 35 people at one
point in the night. We had a representative
from the Highland paper there who took
pictures and did a write up in the paper. If
you’re interested in coming out, I highly
recommend it.
There is also a new item at the field
complements of Jeff. He made up a frame
and put it up on the container where the
old Frequency box is. It will have a flier with
upcoming events or important cub info. So
please give it a look.

Next Meeting will be on the 9th.

Review of last month
Last month we had a guest speaker from
Scorpion motors. It was Lucien Miller,
president & CVO of Innov8tive designs. He
gave a great informative look into electric
power systems. I will include the paper that

he gave out to help you if you’re looking
into powering one of your models with an
electric system.

Pic’s from the last night fly
A big thank you to Sanford for setting up
the pits with lights and hosting the event.
A big thank you to Jim for cooking up the
great food. I am sure we all look forward to
having some more.

Pic’s of Members Planes

Fun Fly Information
Balloon Bust- Pilot attempts to pop helium
Balloon suspended by a string. Pilot has 6 tries.
Winner was Jeff. Did not hit balloon but hit string
on fifth try.
Sudden Death - Pilot fly’s in a pattern. When
horn sounds pilot lands. Shortest time to ground
wins. Mike was the winner at 3.54 seconds.
Streamer Eliminator- Pilot has 2 minutes to
chase a plane with a streamer being towed out
back of plane. Mike won the event by hitting the
tow plane and causing it to crash in 38 seconds.
Target Drop - Pilot drops a plastic egg filled with
powder placed in plastic cup attached to
airplane. Pilot attempts to drop egg from cup
and hitting a circle in middle of flying field.
Winner was Mike with a distance of 42' away
from target.
Limbo- Pilots attempt to fly under a streamer
that is 6' above the runway. 4 out of 5 pilots
were able to do it so streamer was lowered to 4'
and tried again. 3 pilots were able to do that so it
was lowered to 2'. Jeff was the winner in this
round.
Spot Landing- Pilots will take off and land on
spot in middle of runway. Mike was the winner
with a distance of 2' 7" from spot on runway.
Of course we had to eat so our resident cook
Jim again did a fabulous job preparing BBQ hot
dogs and hamburgers.
Sorry but I don’t have any pictures from the fun
fly. But it was a great day of flying and great
weather. If you think you have the skills to win
the events, then come on out and take part in
the fun.

